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a new generation
of desire
Lust. Infatuation. Passion.
Whatever you call it, Subaru
WRX owners know there’s
nothing like it. The spinetingling feeling you get when
you hear that throaty rumble.

Now the new generation Symmetrical All-Wheel
Drive Subaru WRX is set to reignite desire
- with the launch of not one, but two new models.
A seriously exhilarating new Sedan AND the
exciting introduction of a Sportswagon to the
Subaru line up - the brand new All-Wheel Drive
Subaru WRX Sportswagon.
Having risen to cult status, the iconic Subaru WRX
has been revered by motorsports enthusiasts for
decades, setting the benchmark against which all
other performance cars are judged. So can Subaru
WRX get any better, you ask? With its menacing
engine roar, muscular stance and new styling,
the scene is set for a new era for Subaru WRX
worshippers.
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New generation
of exhilaration

Raw Power
– Accelerated

Born of a legend and
built on three decades
of innovation, the all-new
2022 Symmetrical
All-Wheel Drive Subaru
WRX is the most thrilling
yet in the storied history
of the iconic WRX.
Heart-pounding and
desire-inducing from the
first time you see one, the
all-new WRX is the latest
addition to a long line that
has defined performance
for 30+ years.

The spine-tingling
combination of the new
2.4-litre turbocharged
Boxer engine and its
menacing rumble, paired
with the choice of the
thrilling 6-speed manual
transmission¹ or Subaru
Performance Transmission,
which encompasses the
Sport Lineartronic® gearbox,
Variable Torque Distribution
and Sports Shifting Control.
Both result in a ‘hairs on
the back of your neck’
raising, pulse-racing, desireinducing, drive worthy
of the WRX name.

 eaturing increased power,
F
courtesy of new 2.4-litre
turbocharged Boxer
engine, outstanding grip,
reimagined bolder and
more aggressive styling,
and seriously sophisticated
high-tech infotainment
and safety technology,
the arrival of the all-new
All-Wheel Drive Subaru
WRX ushers in a new
generation of exhilaration.

The revolutionary Subaru
Global Platform and iconic
Symmetrical All-Wheel
Drive, along with Subaru
Intelligent Drive (SI-Drive)2
and Drive Mode Select3
on selected variants for
superior handling and
mind-blowing grip, deliver
an unrivalled combination of
poise, agility and control.

Animal Magnetism

Dialled to 11

License for thrills

A true icon builds upon
its legendary reputation.
A redesigned silhouette
that's athletic, bolder and
more aggressive, with
commanding design cues
including the iconic bonnet
scoop, seductive LED
‘switchback’ headlights
and sleek rear diffuser.

Infotainment in the all-new
Symmetrical All-Wheel
Drive Subaru WRX has
been dialled up to 11
– literally. Featuring a
seriously sophisticated
high-tech infotainment
unit – with an 11.6"
touchscreen and Sports
instrument cluster with
Multi-Information Display.

The all-new Symmetrical
All-Wheel Drive Subaru
WRX gives you a license
for thrills thanks to peace
of mind afforded by
the cutting-edge safety
technology of new
generation EyeSight®
Driver Assist system5 on
selected variants, which
adds Lane Centring
Function and Speed Sign
Recognition, plus a wider
camera view to better
detect vehicles, cyclists and
pedestrians. Subaru WRX
also adds the advanced
Subaru Vision Assist
technology and Driver
Monitoring System6 on
selected variants providing
enhanced safety, plus
the new front passenger
seat cushion SRS7 airbag
for added peace of mind
protection.

Alongside the distinctive
wheel arches, sporty
wheels and striking grille
and side fenders, the
design overhaul goes
beyond looks, by adding
agility and poise with
improved aerodynamics.
The all-new Subaru
WRX exudes an animal
magnetism that demands
attention, drawing you in
with a single purpose, the
one you’ve been waiting
for: a desire to experience
the drive of your life.

 ink into re-designed sport
S
seats with powered and
heated front seats4 on
selected variants and fit
more in with the supersized cargo space of the
WRX Sportswagon. This is
what the WRX commitment
to performance delivers
when applied to every
single detail – inside
and out.

Great power: tick.
Great responsibility: tick.

1. 6-speed manual transmission available on Subaru WRX AWD and Subaru WRX AWD RS. 2. SI-Drive is only available on variants equipped with the Sport Lineartronic® transmission. 3. Drive Mode Select
is available on Subaru WRX AWD tS and WRX Sportswagon AWD tS. 4. Standard on all Subaru WRX variants except for Subaru WRX AWD and Subaru Sportswagon WRX AWD. 5. EyeSight® Driver Assist
system available on Sport Lineartronic® transmission variants only. 6. Driver Monitoring System – Driver Focus performance and capability dependent on environmental and technical conditions. Refer to
Owner’s Manual for full details. Available on all Subaru WRX variants, excluding Subaru WRX AWD. 7. SRS: Supplemental Restraint System. Effective when used in conjunction with seat belts.

Subaru’s iconic performance machine rebooted
Tuned to thrill, the new generation Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive Subaru WRX flawlessly
blends seamless style and muscle car grunt. With the agility of a sports-inspired
Sedan and intimidating engine power, available in the choice of a 6-speed manual
transmission or Subaru Performance Transmission, the all-new Subaru WRX Sedan
delivers a performance that’s been skilfully honed.
A healthy dose of Subaru WRX attitude pervades every detail, from the slick exterior
lines to the motorsports-style cockpit features. Riding on the Subaru WRX philosophy
that takes fun very seriously, the new generation All-Wheel Drive Subaru WRX boasts
potent driving dynamics and the reassuring grip of Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive.
Add spot-on, performance bred styling and you have a Sedan with the intensity,
engineering, safety and responsiveness you’ve been waiting for.

Symmetrical AWD

Boxer Engine
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Symmetrical AWD
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Boxer Engine

infused style
from tip-to-tail
The rumours are true.
The distinctive engine
growl is pure adrenalin.
And the new generation
Symmetrical All-Wheel
Drive Subaru WRX
Sportswagon is here.

Unmistakable Subaru WRX character is evident in every inch
of the new generation Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive Subaru
WRX Sportswagon. A fusion of sublime Sedan performance
and Sportswagon flexibility, offered exclusively with the Subaru
Performance Transmission, this versatile Subaru can blitz family
weekday trips - but loves the open road.
With legendary Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive and the crisp power
of the horizontally-opposed Boxer engine, this heavy-hitting
Sportswagon with Subaru Performance Transmission delivers
outstanding driving dynamics and a responsive performance
that’s all class. The Subaru Performance Transmission features
the Sport Lineartronic® gearbox, Variable Torque Distribution
and Sports Shifting Control.
Boasting all the poise and agility you’d expect from Subaru WRX,
plus a star-studded technology line-up, this is a Sportswagon
that takes nothing for granted. Award-winning, preventative
safety - includes Subaru EyeSight® Driver Assist which acts like a
second pair of eyes to help monitor the road ahead for potential
dangers. Meanwhile, Subaru’s Vision Assist on selected variants
ramps up safety with cameras, sensors and radar technology.
Add seamless infotainment and connectivity for the whole family,
and this is a Sportswagon with a sting in its tail.

the Subaru WRX
range at a glance

Standard across the range
+ Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive

+ 11.6" tablet-like infotainment screen
– LCD touchscreen and Apple CarPlay®
+ Android AutoTM connectivity1

+ 2.4-litre turbocharged horizontallyopposed direct injection Boxer
4-cylinder, petrol engine

+ SRS2 airbags – dual front, dual front
side, dual curtain, driver's knee and
front passenger seat cushion

+ Vehicle Dynamics Control system
+ Subaru's Vision Assist

SUBARU WRX AWD

SUBARU WRX AWD RS

(6-SPEED MANUAL)

(6-SPEED MANUAL)

+ Driver Monitoring System (DMS)4

+ Leather steering wheel
+ 6 speakers

+ Air-conditioning
– dual zone climate control

+ Rear view reverse camera

+ Satellite navigation

+ Electric sunroof
+ Seat trim – Ultrasuede®

+ Heated seats – front and
rear outboard
+ Seat trim – cloth

+ 8-way power seats – driver
and front passenger

1. Compatible Apple® or AndroidTM device required. 2. SRS: Supplemental Restraint System. Effective when used in conjunction with seatbelts.

+ 10 Harman Kardon® speakers,
subwoofer and amplifier

+ Bluetooth®3 wireless technology

+ Tyre Pressure Monitoring System

+ Rear spoiler

+ Sports pedals

+ Headlights – Steering Responsive
Headlights (SRH), self-levelling LED
with auto off and dusk-sensing

+ Front and rear stabiliser

+ Shark fin antenna

+ Power-folding door mirrors

+ Side sill skirts

+ Rain-sensing front windscreen
wipers

+ 18" alloy wheels

+ Sports mesh grille

+ Voice command recognition

+ Immobiliser security system
+ Smart key and push-start ignition

+ Sports bucket seats
– driver and front passenger

SUBARU WRX AWD

SUBARU WRX AWD RS

(SPORT LINEARTRONIC®)

(SPORT LINEARTRONIC®)

+ Driver Monitoring System (DMS)4

+ Leather steering wheel
+ EyeSight® Driver Assist technology

+ Satellite navigation

+ Seat trim – cloth

+ Seat trim – Ultrasuede®

+ Heated seats – front and
rear outboard

+ 6 speakers
+ Air-conditioning – dual zone climate
control and rear passenger air vents

+ Electric sunroof

+ 8-way power seat
– driver (with dual memory)
and front passenger

+ 10 Harman Kardon® speakers,
subwoofer and amplifier

3. Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG Inc. System operation ability is subject to the Bluetooth® wireless technology specification of individual’s phone. 4. Driver Monitoring System
performance and capability dependent on environmental and technical conditions. Refer to Owner’s Manual for full details.

the Subaru WRX
range at a glance

Standard across the range
+ Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive
+ 2.4-litre turbocharged horizontallyopposed direct injection Boxer
4-cylinder, petrol engine
+ Vehicle Dynamics Control system
+ Subaru's Vision Assist

SUBARU WRX AWD tS

+ 11.6" tablet-like infotainment screen
– LCD touchscreen and Apple CarPlay®
+ Android AutoTM connectivity1
+ SRS2 airbags – dual front, dual front
side, dual curtain, driver's knee and
front passenger seat cushion
+ Rear view reverse camera

SUBARU WRX SPORTSWAGON AWD

(SPORT LINEARTRONIC®)

(SPORT LINEARTRONIC®)

+ Driver Monitoring System (DMS)4
+ Leather steering wheel
– STI logo plate insert

+ Instrument cluster
– STI logo

+ Leather steering wheel
+ EyeSight® Driver Assist technology

+ Exterior grade
badge – tS

+ Seat trim – Ultrasuede®
+ Drive Mode Select – Comfort,
Normal, Sport, Sport+, Individual
+ Electronic control
dampers

+ 6 speakers
+ Air-conditioning – dual zone climate
control and rear passenger air vents

1. Compatible Apple® or AndroidTM device required. 2. SRS: Supplemental Restraint System. Effective when used in conjunction with seatbelts.

+ Seat trim – cloth

+ Bluetooth®3 wireless technology

+ Tyre Pressure Monitoring System

+ Rear spoiler

+ Sports pedals

+ Headlights – Steering Responsive
Headlights (SRH), self-levelling LED
with auto off and dusk-sensing

+ Front and rear stabiliser

+ Shark fin antenna

+ Power-folding door mirrors

+ Side sill skirts

+ Rain-sensing front windscreen
wipers

+ 18" alloy wheels

+ Sports mesh grille

+ Voice command recognition

+ Immobiliser security system
+ Smart key and push-start ignition

+ Sports bucket seats
– driver and front passenger

SUBARU WRX SPORTSWAGON AWD GT
(SPORT LINEARTRONIC®)
+ Electric sunroof

+ Powered tailgate with
hands-free badge sensor

SUBARU WRX SPORTSWAGON AWD tS
(SPORT LINEARTRONIC®)

+ Drive Mode Select – Comfort,
Normal, Sport, Sport+, Individual

+ Seat trim – Ultrasuede®
+ Exterior grade
badge – tS

+ Satellite navigation

+ 8-way power seat – driver
(with dual memory)
and front passenger

+ Electronic control
dampers

+ Heated seats – front
and rear outboard
+ Seat trim – leather accented

+ Lower front bumper
– premium trim

+ Dual tail pipes
– sports style
with STI logo

+ 18" alloy wheels
– unique spoke design

3. Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG Inc. System operation ability is subject to the Bluetooth® wireless technology specification of individual’s phone. 4. Driver Monitoring System
performance and capability dependent on environmental and technical conditions. Refer to Owner’s Manual for full details.

EXTERIOR COLOURS1
NEW
CERAMIC WHITE 2

CRYSTAL WHITE Pearl3

ICE SILVER Metallic
NEW
IGNITION RED
NEW
SOLAR ORANGE Pearl

2

the dawn of a new era begins
One of pure passion and thrilling performance.
Set to get pulses racing and stir desire deep within,
a new generation of exhilaration begins.

WR BLUE Pearl
NEW
SAPPHIRE BLUE Pearl

MAGNETITE GREY Metallic

CRYSTAL BLACK Silica
1. Not all colour options are available on all WRX variants. Note: Paint colours are representative only and subject to variation due to the printing process or screen settings.
2. Only available on Subaru WRX AWD, WRX AWD RS and WRX AWD tS. 3. Only available on Subaru WRX Sportswagon, WRX Sportswagon GT and WRX Sportswagon tS.
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Hold on tight, because it’s going to be a wild ride.
Scan the QR code below to pre-order today and be one
of the first in Australia to experience the exciting new
generation Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive Subaru WRX.

www.subaru.com.au
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